infinite periodic arrays is extended to include planar multilayered Green's functions. In this manner, a portion of the volumetric dielectric region is modeled via the FE method whereas uniform multilayered regions are characterized using a multilayered Green's function. As such, thick uniform substrates can be modeled without loss of efficiency and accuracy. The multilayered Green's function is analytically computed in the spectral domain and the resulting BI matrix-vector products are evaluated via the fast spectral domain algorithm (FSDA) without explicit generation of the BI-matrix. Furthermore, the number of Floquet modes in the BI expansion is kept very few by appropriately placing the BI surfaces within the computational unit cell. As a result, the computational cost of the method is very little and the model can easily be adapted to various requirements. Examples of frequency selective surface (FSS) arrays are analyzed with this method to demonstrate the accuracy and capability of the approach.
. Conditional nonexceedance probability versus the (C=I) level for the point-to-point system BR interfered by BRR, for three outage times (9) : (a) 600 min/year, (b) 300 min/year, and (c) 150 min/year.
IV. CONCLUSION
A model for the prediction of differential rain attenuation statistics on two converging point-to-point terrestrial links has been presented. The results of this predictive procedure are compared with experimental data of this kind taken from Brazil. The agreement has been found to be quite encouraging. The impact of the induced differential rain attenuation on the degradation of carrier-to-interference ratio is more significant for low time percentages of system availability.
I. INTRODUCTION
Despite the availability of fast computational techniques for solving electromagnetics problems, the infinite array model is still an important approach for analysis and design of large finite arrays. A key aspect of the periodic array model is the use of periodic boundary conditions (PBCs) to reduce the computational domain down to a single unit cell, thus significantly speeding up analysis and reducing memory resources.
In this work, we concentrate on FE-BI methods where previous implementations typically used half-space periodic Green's function BI terminations for analysis of full three-dimensional (3-D) structures (frequency selective surface (FSSs) and antennas) which may include inhomogeneous sections [1] - [4] . In this context, the FE method is employed to model a unit cell representing the array and the BI provides for a rigorous mesh truncation at the upper and/or lower surfaces of the discretized unit cell.
Many array configurations can be analyzed by employing the appropriate half-space periodic Green's functions for the BI. However, modern array designs often require complex substrates and superstrate configurations. In the case of thick, possibly multilayered substrates superstrates, it is not efficient to use the FE method to model the dielectric region. Instead, it is more appropriate to employ the multilayer Green's function in the context of the FE-BI method.
In this manner (see Fig. 1 ), the FE is only used to model the inhomogeneous section of the domain which may involve metallizations or imperfect surfaces whereas the thick multilayer substrates superstrates can be modeled using multilayer spectral Green's functions. When compared with the standard implementations, the key difference in the proposed hybridization is the placement of the BIs at the interfaces separating the multilayer regions from the FE domain. In previous FE-BI formulations, the BIs had been placed at the interface of the FE domain with the free-space regions.
The multilayer Green's function has already been used in the context of the FE-BI in [5] but not for periodic array applications. When dealing with periodic structures in the presence of multilayered regions, the SD form of the Green's function is especially attractive. Of particular importance is the use of the SD representation of the multilayer Green's function in the recently introduced fast spectral domain algorithm (FSDA) [4] to attain O(N ) CPU and memory requirements for the typically constant number of Floquet modes used in practical array applications. In this manner, very thick substrates can be modeled accurately and these may span several hundred wavelengths as is the case with millimeter wave and infrared filters. A multilayer vector Floquet mode termination of periodic FE unit cell meshes is proposed in [6] .
Below, we only present the spectral BI and discuss the multilayer Green's functions within the FSDA implementation for carrying out the matrix-vector products. For further formulation related information, we refer to the given references. Results are presented for validation, including a comparison with measured data for an infrared FSS on a more than 670 wavelengths thick substrate.
II. FORMULATION
In accordance with the FSDA formulation [4] , we start with the explicit (valid with metallic backing behind the BI sources) spectral domain (indicated by the " ") BI expression
2e 0jk x e 0jk y dkxdky + H H H exc (r r r) (1) used to terminate the FE mesh of the unit cell illustrated in Fig. 1 , wherẽ G G G p(kx; ky) denotes the spectral representation of the periodic Green's function, given bỹ
and (k) represents the usual delta function. H H H exc is an incident excitation field and the constant A = j a 2 b j is the cross-sectional area of the unit cell's top/bottom bounding surfaces
and
is the so-called reciprocal lattice vector. Also,Ẽ E E(k x; ky) is the Fourier transform of the electric field intensity on the top/bottom apertures of Green's function that can be derived analytically for arbitrarily layered planar structures on top and below the FE domain (see Fig. 1 ). For the numerical implementation of the hybrid method, only the x-and y-components of the fields must be considered in the BI surfaces (z = z 0 = 0) and the corresponding Green's function elements can be computed using the homogeneous transmission line formalism discussed in [7] . The resulting components of the dyadic spectral Green's function are found to bẽ
G yy (k x ; k y ) =G xx (k x ; k y );
Gxy(kx; ky) = 0k x k y k 2
G yx (k x ; k y ) =G xy (k x ; k y ) (9) where the Yii are the piece-wise homogeneous transmission line Green's functions for line currents in section i with a unit voltage source excitation in the same section i. The superscripts TE and TM indicate transversal electric and transversal magnetic fields, respectively (for further details see [7] ). Once the individual Green's function components are evaluated and tabulated for the required wavenumbers k k k tpq , the SD BI is evaluated in accordance with the FSDA discussed in [4] . The multilayered structures above and below the FE unit cell can thus be considered without any additional computational cost (except for the initialization of the Green's functions). 
III. RESULTS
An excellent example illustrating the strength of the presented hybrid fast spectral domain multilayer FE-BI algorithm is the "artificial puck plate" FSS presented and analyzed in [2] and [4] (see for details). When the BI surfaces are placed above the top layer and below the bottom layer (as done in [4] ), our unit cell FE mesh comprises 104 769 volume and 2160 surface unknowns in each of the top and bottom BI surfaces. On applying the multilayer Green's function approach proposed in the present work, the FE mesh is reduced down to 18 373 volume edges (about 5 times less). Further, we note that the BI surfaces are slightly shifted away from the thick metallic plate (i.e., away from the strongly diffracting edges) so that only a few Floquet modes are needed (9 Floquet modes in total, 01 < p < 1 and 01 < q < 1 in (2). The transmission and reflection results obtained using this new hybrid method are identical to those in [4] and a speed-up by a factor of 7 (over the standard FE-BI method) is observed when using the hybrid FE-BI approach with the multilayer Green's function.
The second investigated array structure is an optical ring-slot FSS filter on a very thick substrate with a unit cell as shown in Fig. 2 . The substrate thickness of t = 670:9 m is up to several hundred wavelengths in the frequency range of interest, and thus it is impossible to model by finite elements. An analytical multilayer Green's function is required to correctly model this substrate. Therefore, our new hybrid approach is appropriately suited to analyze this structure. Three FE layers of thickness 0.05 m were placed above and below the gold metallization to keep the number of Floquet modes low for the simulation. The required computer time for one frequency point (using a total number of nine Floquet modes) was on the order of 10-20 s depending on the number of iterations (Pentium II PC with a 400 MHz processor). The computed power transmission coefficient of the array at normal in- cidence is given in Fig. 3 dependent on frequency wavelength of the incident wave. The curve was obtained by computing the moving-average (employing a Gaussian window with a 3-dB bandwith of 0.35 THz) of the highly oscillatory narrowband results delivered by the FE-BI simulations. These broadband results demonstrate good agreement with the incoherent measured data obtained by Spector et al. [8] .
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We presented a new hybrid finite element (FE)-boundary integral (BI) formulation that employs the multilayered Green's function in the BI for periodic array analysis. Such a formulation is very advantageous when the BI is evaluated with a recently introduced FSDA since it reduces the computational cost of the iterative solver down to O(N ) for typical array applications. In contrast to traditional FE-BI formulations, the proposed method allows for flexible modeling of inhomogeneous dielectrics using the FE method whereas thick multilayer regions are accounted for in the BI via multilayer Green's functions. The resulting periodic array analysis code is thus extremely flexible and can be easily adapted to efficiently analyze a great variety of array configurations that may reside on very thick substrates. Another feature of the formulation is that the BI can be shifted away from the resonating elements or other material inhomogeneities to keep the number of required Floquet modes low, thus simplifying the evaluation of the multilayer Green's function.
I. INTRODUCTION
To deal with electromagnetic scattering or radiation problems, solving integral equations by using method of moments (MoM) is often the most efficient way. However, it results in solving a large full-linear system whose rank is the number of unknowns involved in the discretization, with obvious limitations in terms of size of the problem, with respect to wavelength of interest. To increase the efficiency of such methods, several techniques have been proposed; for example, fast multiple method (FMM) [1] , adaptive integral method (AIM) [2] , and matrix decomposition algorithm (MDA) [3] . These were shown to increase the capabilities of MoM very significantly [4] . The present paper is in relation to a pure algebraic compression method that works with standard MoM and potentially as well with MoM-Asymptotics hybrid techniques such as MoM-PO [5] or MoM-UTD [6] .
This technique was shown to be efficient too, first in the case of finite arrays of scatterers [7] and later in the case of a scattering object of arbitrary shape [8] , including scattering by rough surfaces [10] . Let us recall that it rests on the QR compression of the off-diagonal blocks of the impedance matrix involved in the linear system at hand. The performances of the method are strongly dependant on the size of these blocks: the larger their size, on one hand, the better the compression of the off-diagonal blocks; unfortunately, the uncompressed part of the matrix made of the diagonal blocks will be larger. Consequently, optimization of the global compression rate yield for the optimal block size a trade off between these contradictory trends. We present here a new algorithm that lets go out of this trade off with a multilevel technique. Section II presents the implementation of this technique, the assembly process generating small diagonal blocks as well as increasingly large off-diagonal ones. Section III shows some results demonstrating the gain in efficiency with this new implementation, comparing it with the previous ones, while keeping the accuracy of method of moments and discusses the influence of various parameters including the number of levels involved in the algorithm.
II. IMPLEMENTATION
To optimize the compression rate of the impedance matrix Z, which arises in such problems, we build a multilevel partition in subdomains of the geometry we have to study. Unknowns are expanded on Rao-Wilton-Glisson (RWG) basis functions [9] . Such partition induces a block structure of Z, which is convenient for compression. The diagonal blocks result from an assembly process inside a given subdomain; they then have no rank deficiency and are not amenable to compression. We define "close" blocks as associated to couples of distinct subdomains that share at least one limit, for which compression will be poor, and "remote" blocks those associated to distinct domains that have no limit in common and are very rank deficient [7] .
Here we implement a quad tree applied to the scatterer assumed to be quasiplanar (extension to three-dimensional objects and oct tree is straightforward). The quad tree partitioning algorithm operates as follows:
• The stopping rule of this iterative process is that a domain of level i stops being partioned if its virtual subdomains of level i + 1 contains less than p edges.
Once the block structure of Z has been defined, all blocks are first assembled, then compressed. The compression algorithm has been described in detail in [7] . Here we just recall the definition of c , the compression criterion. At step k of the factorization process, done by the Householder method, a block B is written as When R (k) 2;2 is "close" to zero, it is neglected, and we store 
